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The mission of Montana Christian College is to instruct and mentor Christian men and women to shape the church and culture by reflecting Christ’s character.

Students engaged in the Mission of Montana Christian College will be:

1. Grounded in a solid biblical worldview
2. Prepared with a foundation for lifetime learning
3. Equipped with professional competence
4. Equipped with practical ministry skills
5. Confirmed in an understanding of the personal mission God has for them
6. Committed to serve as servant leaders to the churches and communities of Montana, the Pacific Northwest, and the World

To accomplish the mission and goals of Montana Christian college, the Bachelor of Arts in Christian Leadership will equip students to demonstrate knowledge of the Bible, competency in biblical interpretation and application, and preparation for Christian ministry and service. Insights gained from theological, philosophical, and ethical components will inform personal growth and professional development and will prepare graduates to engage in lifelong learning and service. Opportunities and avenues for Christian service are discovered and students will gain firsthand experience in an area of their choosing. The curriculum will develop thinking, writing, and speaking skills that allow graduates vocational success or advanced study opportunities upon completion.

To accomplish the mission and goals of Montana Christian college, the Bachelor of Arts in Psychology will equip students to apply biblical knowledge within the field of psychology while demonstrating competency in the discipline. Graduates will be able to pass the standardized ACAT Curriculum D test demonstrating competent knowledge of multiple content areas. Students will explore various research and design methods along with the major categories and vocational applications of psychology. Practical experience is gained through multiple internships and personal ministry service in a local church. The curriculum will develop thinking, writing, and speaking skills that allow graduates vocational success or advanced study opportunities upon completion.

To accomplish the mission and goals of Montana Christian college, the Bachelor of Science in Business will equip students to apply biblical knowledge and stewardship principles within the field of business while demonstrating competency in the discipline. Graduates will be able to pass the standardized ACAT Curriculum E test demonstrating competent knowledge of multiple content areas. Students will explore various organizational models and business strategies and
their vocational applications. Practical experience is gained through multiple internships and personal ministry service in a local church. The curriculum will develop thinking, writing, and speaking skills that allow graduates vocational success or advanced study opportunities upon completion.

To accomplish the mission and goals of Montana Christian college, the **Bachelor of Science in Sports Management** will equip students to apply biblical knowledge within the field of sports management while demonstrating competence in the discipline. Business, managerial, ethical, and legal aspects are explored along with the basics of exercise science. Graduates will be prepared to lead nonprofit or commercial applications. Practical experience is gained through multiple internships and personal ministry service in a local church. The curriculum will develop thinking, writing, and speaking skills that allow graduates vocational success or advanced study opportunities upon completion.